The tensor optimized Fermi sphere (TOFS) method is applied first for the study of the property of nuclear matter using the Argonne V4' N N potential. In the TOFS method, the correlated nuclear matter wave function is taken to be a power-series-type of the correlation function F , where F can induce central, spin-isospin, tensor, etc. correlations. This expression has been ensured by a cluster expansion theory. In the TOFS calculation, we take into account the contributions from all the many body terms arising from the product of the nuclear-matter Hamiltonian H and F . It is found that the density dependence of the energy per particle in nuclear matter is reasonably reproduced, in comparison with other methods such as the Brueckner-Hartree-Fock (BHF) approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is one of the intriguing issues in nuclear physics to figure out the properties of nuclear and neutron matter on the ground of a bare interaction among nucleons. At high density, their information is closely related to the structure of neutron-star interiors [1, 2] . On the other hand, α-particle (quartet) condensation due to the strong quartet correlations is predicted to occur at lower density region of symmetric nuclear matter [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . This phenomena is related to α-cluster states in finite system, such as the Hoyle 0 + 2 state in 12 C, observed in the excited energy region of light nuclei [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] .
In 1950s Brueckner et al. presented their famous theories, ie. the Brueckner theory [14] [15] [16] and Brueckner-Bethe-Goldstone theory [17] [18] [19] , which treat nuclear matter from the bare interaction among nucleons. Since then many-body theories have been developed by several groups. The typical approaches in the non-relativistic framework are given as follows: The Brueckner-Hartree-Fock (BHF) approach [16, [20] [21] [22] , the Brueckner-BetheGoldstone (BBG) approach up to the third order in hole-line expansion [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] , the selfconsistent Green's function (SCGF) method [30] [31] [32] [33] , the auxiliary field diffusion Monte Carlo (AFDMC) [34, 35] , the Green's function Monte Carlo (GFMC) [36] , the Fermi hypernetted chain (FHNC) method [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] , the coupled-cluster (CC) method [43, 44] , the quantum Monte Carlo lattice calculation [45] , and so on. Among them Akmal, Pandharipande, and
Ravenhall evaluated the ground-state energies for nuclear matter with the FHNC method using the modern nuclear Hamiltonian composed of the Argonne V18 (AV18) two-nucleon interaction [46] and the Urbana IX three-nucleon interaction [47] , taking into account the boost effect caused by the relativistic kinematics [42] . On the other hand, in the relativistic framework, Brockmann and Machleidt have proposed the Dirac-Brueckner-Hartree-Fock (DBHF) method [48] , where the meson exchange interaction (Bonn potential) was used for the two nucleon interaction.
A comparative study using the Argonne two-nucleon potentials (AV4', AV6', AV8', and AV18) [46] for the many-body theories proposed so far is useful to clarify the quantitative differences among the theoretical calculations for the symmetric nuclear matter and neutron matter. It is noted that AV4' is the central-force type, AV6' consists of only the central and tensor forces, AV8' does of the central, tensor, and spin-orbit forces, and AV18 is one of the modern two-nucleon interaction expressed as a sum of 18 operators. Such comparative study has been performed by Baldo et al. [49] for BHF, BBG, SCGF, AFDMC, GFMC, and FHNC. According to their paper, the difference of the density dependence of the energy per particle, E(ρ)/A, for the neutron matter among various methods is likely to be small for any Argonne potential, although the discrepancies among them are gradually enhanced at higher density. In the symmetric nuclear matter, however, we see non-negligible dependence of the behavior of E(ρ)/A on various methods. For example, in the cases of AV8' and AV6', the significant dependence of the behavior of E(ρ)/A on the calculated methods (BHF, BBG, SCGF, AFDMC, and FHNC) exist even in the lower density region including the normal density ρ 0 , and they are amplified in higher density, although the dependence in the case of the AV4' potential (central force) is relatively small. The contribution from the non-central forces, in particular, tensor force (and spin-orbit one), is more important in the symmetric nuclear matter than the neutron matter. Thus the dependence of E(ρ)/A on the calculated methods is likely to be caused mainly by the different treatment of the noncentral components in medium, in particular, tensor component (and spin-orbit one) in each methods, together with the treatment of many-body terms appearing in the nuclear matter calculations. The above mentioned facts suggest that there exists the matter of convergence
Recently, the tensor-optimized antisymmetrized molecular dynamics (TOAMD) has been proposed [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] . This is a variational framework for ab initio description of light nuclei,
where the AMD wave function [56, 57] is used as the uncorrelated wave function, and the correlation functions for the central-operator and tensor-operator types, F S and F D , respectively, are introduced and employed in power series form of the wave function. In the analysis of s-shell nuclei with TOAMD, they have nicely reproduced the results of Green's function Monte Carlo (GFMC) by using the double products of the correlation functions, where each correlation function in every term is independently optimized in the variation of total energy.
It is interesting to seek a framework for describing nuclear matter with the power series correlated wave function. In the FHNC framework, the Jastrow-type correlated wave function is used to describe the nuclear matter, and the energy per particle is evaluated in a diagrammatic cluster expansion. This is based on the linked-cluster expansion theorem for the Jastrow-type correlated wave function proved by Fantoni and Rosani [38] [39] [40] [41] : Only the linked diagrams contributes to the energy per particle in the nuclear matter and the unlinked ones are cancel out at each order of the cluster expansion. In the TOAMD framework describing finite nuclei, one can take an arbitrary power series form with respect to the correlation functions, F S and F D . However, it is non-trivial whether any power series form is allowed or not for describing the nuclear matter from the light of the cluster expansion for the energy. One needs to explore a formalism satisfying a sort of the linked-cluster expansion theorem in the case of using the power series correlated wave function.
Quite recently, a new formalism, called "tensor optimized Fermi sphere (TOFS ) method", has been presented to treat the nuclear matter using a bare interaction among nucleons, together with a cluster expansion theory for TOFS [62] . In this formalism based on Hermitian form, the correlated nuclear matter wave function is taken to be a power series one, In this paper, the 1st order TOFS method (N = 1) is applied for the study of the properties of nuclear matter with using the Argonne V4' two-body potential (central-forcetype). In this calculation, we take into account all of the contributions from the one-body to six-body terms arising from the correlated Hamiltonian composed of the correlation function This indicates that the present TOFS method deserves to evaluate the binding energy per particle in nuclear matter and neutron matter with the more complex bare interaction among nucleons. 
II. FORMULATION OF TOFS METHOD
In this section we present a brief formulation of the TOFS method for nuclear matter with a bare interaction among nucleons. The details of the TOFS method and cluster expansion theory are given in Ref. [62] .
In the TOFS framework, we consider the two types of the correlated wave function (wf) of symmetric nuclear matter. One is the Nth-order power-series-type TOFS wf, Ψ N , and the other is the exponential-type TOFS wf, Ψ ex , which is the limiting case of N → ∞ for
The uncorrelated wave function Φ 0 in Eqs. (1) and (2) is described by the Fermi gas model, in which A nucleons occupy up to the Fermi sea with the Fermi wave number k F ,
The single-nucleon wave function φ γ confined in a box with length L and volume Ω = L 3 is written as
where γ = (k, m s , m t ) represents the quantum number of the single-nucleon wave function, and χ and ξ are the spin and isospin wave functions, respectively. The single-nucleon wave function in Eq. (5) is imposed the periodic boundary condition. Then, we obtain
, where we consider the infinite nuclear matter in the limit of large L (or Ω).
The correlation functions F S and F D in Eq. (3), which describe the spin-isospin dependent centrals correlation and tensor correlation in nuclear matter, respectively, are defined as
where S 12 is the tensor operator,
withr ij = r ij /r ij and r ij = r i − r j . The operator P (st) ij denotes the projection operator of the spin s and isospin t states of the ij-nucleon pair:
where the spin operators σ i and σ j (isospin operators τ i and τ j ) are for the particles i and j, respectively. One may add other type correlation functions such as a spin-orbit-type
The Hamiltonian of the nuclear matter is expressed as a sum of the kinetic energies, two-body interactions, and three-body interactions,
where m denotes the nucleon mass. According to the cluster expansion theory under the present TOFS method discussed in Ref. [62] , the binding energy per particle in nuclear matter, B ex , with use of the exponential-type correlated wf Ψ ex in Eq. (2) is presented as
where Φ 0 |F n 1 HF n 2 |Φ 0 c is the summation of the linked diagrams in the matrix element
[62] and also Sec. III A in this paper), and (E n ) c stands for the nth-order cluster energy. It is noted that the unlinked diagrams in each matrix element are completely canceled out in each order in the cluster expansion, and then only linked diagrams remains as shown in Eq. (13) . The expression (12) means that the binding energy per particle, B ex , is expressed as the sum of only the linked diagrams. Since each integral of the linked diagram is proportional to the number A, B ex becomes A-independent or ρ-dependent [62] . All the linked diagrams [62] can be classified into the two classes, 'simple' and 'composite', and the former can be decomposed into two groups, 'nodals' and 'elementary', as in the case of the FHNC framework [38] [39] [40] [41] .
In the case of taking the Nth-order power series wave function Ψ N in Eq. (1) as the correlated wave function of nuclear matter, the binding energy per nucleon, B N , is expressed as an approximation of B ex in Eq. (12),
where only the linked diagrams in the matrix element are evaluated [62] . We notice that the right side in Eq. (14) is independent of A or depends on only ρ, and converges definitely to −B ex in Eq. (12) in the limit of N → ∞. Since the Hamiltonian H in Eq. (11) has onebody, two-body, and three-body operators, the product operator F n 1 HF n 2 is expressed as the summation from the one-body to (2n 1 +2n 2 +3)-body operators. The explicit expressions of B N with N = 1, 2 are given as
where F = F S + F D given in Eq. (3). We call the 1st order (2nd order) TOFS calculation for evaluating B N =1 (B N =2 ).
In the present TOFS framework, the radial parts of the correlation functions in Eqs. (6) and (7) are expanded in terms of the Gaussian functions,
Here, C
S,µ and a 
The solutions to the system of equations (19) for C 
III. FIRST ORDER TOFS CALCULATION WITH THE CENTRAL FORCE
In this section we formulate the 1st order TOFS method of calculation with the central force.
A. Formulation
The A-body Hamiltonian with the two-body NN central force is written as
where the spin-isospin projection operator P
ij is defined in the previous section. For the correlated nuclear matter wave function, we take the 1st order TOFS wave function
where F S stands for the spin-isospin dependent central correlation function, defined in Eq. (6) . It is noted that the tensor-force type correlated function F D is omitted, because only the central force is relevant in the present study. According to Sec. II and Ref. [62] , the binding energy per particle in nuclear matter B N =1 in the 1st order TOFS calculation is given in Eq. (15) .
In order to evaluate B N =1 , we have to calculate the matrix element Φ 0 |F S n 1 OF S n 2 |Φ 0 with 0 ≤ n 1 + n 2 ≤ 1, and O = T and V C . This matrix element can be divided into the following two terms,
The first term in the right side, called linked matrix element, denotes the sum of all the linked diagrams (integrals) in the matrix element Φ 0 |F S n 1Ô F S n 2 |Φ 0 . The second term, called unlinked matrix element, is that of all the unlinked diagrams (integrals) in the matrix element. Although the definition of the linked (unlinked) matrix element is discussed in detail in Ref. [62] , we will briefly explain them below.
The product operator F n 1 OF n 2 in Eq. (22) can be decomposed into the sum of the multi-body operators. For example, F S T (F S V C , F S T F S , and F S V C F S ) has the multibody operators from two-body to three-body one (four-body, five-body, and six-body ones, respectively) [50] , Here it is instructive to discuss the linked and unliked diagrams appeared in the matrix element of the six-body operator in F S V C F S in Eq. (26) 
The explicit expression of its matrix element [62] is given as 
where β represents the permutation for the numbers from 1 to 6, having totally 6! = 720, sgn(β) denoting the signature of β, ρ n (β) = 6 j=1 δ nβ j r j −r n , ({r}) = (r 12 , r 34 , r 56 , r 15 , r 45 ), and d{r} = dr 12 dr 34 dr 56 dr 15 dr 45 . The spin-isospin matrix element F β is defined as 
where
, · · · , and m 6 = ± 1 2 , and |m{β} = |m β 1 m β 2 · · · m β 6 . It is noted that g β and F β are related to the antisymmetrization among nucleons.
The structure of each integrand G β in Eq. (28) can be represented diagrammatically [62] .
They are classified into linked and unlinked diagrams, depending on the permutation β and the type of the multi-body operator. For instance, let's consider the permutation β =   1 2 3 4 5 6 2 1 4 3 6 5   for the multi-body operator in Eq. (27) . This diagrammatic representation is shown in Fig. 1(a) . In this case the diagram is unlinked, because the permutation is presented by the product of the three sub-permutations, The radial part of the correlation function F S is expanded into the Gaussian function, as shown in Eq. (17) . Then the correlation function F S can be written down as
where the coefficient C 
in the Gaussian expansion of the correlation function F S ,
In the present study the size parameters a [62] as
Solving these linear equations, we can obtain a unique solution for the set {C (st) S,µ }. As a result, we can evaluate the binding energy per particle in nuclear matter, B N =1 , and the radial behavior of the correlation functions, f Some integrals in Eq. (28) can analytically reduce their dimensions by using the following formulae etc.,
where h(x) is defined in Eq. (30) . On the other hand, the Gaussian expansion of the function h(x) may be useful to calculate the mutidimensional integral,
when the formulae in Eq. (36) can not be applicable. Figure 2 shows the calculated result of the Gaussian expansion of h(x) with use of Eq. (37) . We see a relatively good reproduction of the damped oscillation of h(x). This means that the Gaussian expansion of h(x) works reasonably well, although one must be careful for the numerical precision. It is known that the radial part of the central force
C (r), in Eq. (20) can be also expanded reasonably in terms of the Gaussian functions. Since the radial part of the correlation function F S is expanded in terms of the Gaussian functions, we can perform the nuclear matter calculation with the Gaussian integrals in the present TOFS framework.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
. We use the Argonne V4' potential for the NN central force [46] . This potential reproduces the binding energy of the deuteron in the 3 S 1 channel, and the NN phase shifts of the 1 S 0 , 3 S 1 , and 1 P 1 channels are reasonably reproduced up to energies of about 350 MeV, while those of 3 S 3,2 and 3 P 0,1,2 are not well reproduced because of no tensor coupling etc. The radial behavior of the Argonne
C (r) in Eq. (20) , are shown in Fig. 3 . The repulsive strength of the potential at r = 0 is as strong as a couple of GeV for each spinisospin channel.
In the present paper, the radial part of the spin-isospin dependent central correlation functions, f per particle for nuclear matter in Eq. (34) and the radial behavior of each spin-isospin correlation functions.
The density dependence of the energy per particle for symmetric nuclear matter, E/A = −B N =1 , with the 1st order TOFS calculation is presented in Table I . It is found that the results of the present calculation are reasonably reproduced, compared with those of the BHF approach [49] , although a couple of MeV attraction is deficient in lower density (ρ = 0.03 and 0.05 fm −3 ) and a few MeV overbinding is seen at higher density (ρ = 0.20 fm −3 ). As mentioned in Sec. I, the density dependence of E/A for symmetric nuclear matter on the calculated methods such as BBG, SCGF, AFDMC, and FHNC is almost the same as that of BHF in the case of the AV4' potential, but the difference among them is slightly enhanced (a few MeV) in the region of ρ ≥ ρ 0 = 0.17 fm −3 (see Fig. 3 in Ref. [49] ). Therefore, the overbinding by a few MeV at ρ = 0.20 fm 3 is likely to be within the difference among the calculated methods. However, the shortage of the attraction at the lower density may be due to the fact that the present calculation is the lowest order one in the TOFS framework.
The 2nd order TOFS calculation using Eq. (16) is considered to be able to recover the small shortage.
The contributions from the matrix element at each density, which are given in Eq. (15), are shown in Table II , where we define
and F HF . In the uncorrelated nuclear matter wave function Φ 0 in Eq. (4), the energy per particle for nuclear matter, E/A = 1 A T + V C c , is almost zero or slightly positive at each density. However, the correlations in each nucleon pair have a great effect to bound nucleons in nuclear matter. In fact, the sum of F HF c gives almost all parts of the energy per particle for nuclear matter, as shown in Table II .
In the present framework, the following relation is exactly established at the stationary point:
F HF c . This is because in the 1st order TOFS framework the energy per particle for nuclear matter is given as the quadratic form with respect to the expansion coefficients C (st) S,µ (see Eq. (34)) and the stationary point is given by solving the simultaneous linear equations in Eq. (35) . This relation is numerically realized in Table II .
We expect that this relation is approximately established even in the 2nd order TOFS calculation using Eq. (16), since the 1st order TOFS calculation gives the reasonable results 
, and
, where E (2b) denotes the contribution from only the two body terms in the matrix element of Table II . We notice that the contribution of E (mb) amounts to be about 30 % of the energy per particle for nuclear matter, −B N =1 = E, at each density. This fact means that the many body effects cannot be neglected in nuclear matter. This importance of the many body terms has been emphasized in nuclear matter calculations with the FHNC method [41, 42] and also pointed out in the ab initio calculations of finite nuclei with use of TOAMD [50-55, 58, 59] .
The radial behaviors of the spin-isospin correlation functions, f On the other hand, the contribution from the 3,1 O channels in the energy per particle for nuclear matter is in general smaller than that from the 3,1 E channels, because the relative orbital angular momentum ℓ of nucleon pair is ℓ ≥ 1 in the former channels, and the present AV4' potential has no tensor and spin-orbit components. Consequently, the magnitudes of the correlation functions for the 3,1 O channels are smaller than those for the 3,1 E ones, as shown in Fig. 4 . However, the 1 O channel correlation function has an interesting behavior:
Its magnitude beyond r ≃ 0.5 fm is largest among other correlation functions. The reasons are given as follows: The 1 O channel of the AV4' potential is repulsive in the whole region, and the magnitude of the repulsion is the smallest at r = 0 among the four spin-isospin channels, but it is the largest beyond r ≃ 0.5 fm (see Fig. 3 ). Then the 1 O channel correlation function has smaller negative values up to r ≃ 0.5 fm than those with the 3,1 E channels, while it has larger negative values beyond r ≃ 0.5 fm. This behavior reduces the repulsive effect of the 1 O channel force beyond r ≃ 0.5 fm as well as the short-range region (r < 0.5 fm) in nuclear matter.
V. SUMMARY
.
The tensor optimized Fermi sphere (TOFS) method was applied first for the study of the property of nuclear matter using the AV4' NN potential. In the TOFS method, the correlated nuclear matter wave function is taken to be a power-series-type, Ψ N = [ N n=0 (1/n!)F n ]Φ 0 , called as the Nth order TOFS wave function, where Φ 0 and F , respectively, stand for the uncorrelated Fermi gas wave function and the correlation function that can induce central, spin-isospin, tenor, etc. correlations. This expression has been ensured by a cluster expansion theory [62] , and the energy per particle for nuclear matter (E/A) with use of Ψ N is presented as the sum of certain linked diagrams. The radial parts of the spin-isospin dependent F are expanded in terms of the Gaussian functions, and their expansion coefficients are optimally determined in the variation in E/A.
In the present paper, the 1st order TOFS wave function Ψ N =1 was used to evaluating the density dependence of E/A, and we took into account the contributions from all the many body terms (from one to six body term) originating from the product of the nuclear matter Hamiltonian H and F . In this TOFS method, the expansion coefficients of the Gaussian expansion for the correlation functions are determined by solving the simultaneous linear equations with respect to the expansion coefficients. We found that the density dependence of E/A is reasonably reproduced, in comparison with other methods such as the BHF approach etc., and the spin-isospin dependent central correlation functions are described nicely by the Gaussian expansion method.
The present results indicate that the TOFS method is useful to study the nuclear matter with the bare interaction among nucleons. As mentioned in Sec. I, the significant dependence of the density dependent behavior of E/A on the calculated methods (BHF, BBG, SCGF, FHNC, AFDMC) has been reported in the cases of the AV6' and AV8' potentials, even in the lower density region including ρ = ρ 0 . Therefore, it is an intriguing subject to study the density dependence of E/A with use of the AV6' and AV8' potentials with the 1st and 2nd
order TOFS methods etc. We will report their results elsewhere in near future.
